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IIEP'S MIssIon

IIEP is committed to 
strengthening the capacity 
of Member States to plan 
and manage their education 
systems.

Its programmes are designed 
for planners, policy-makers and 
researchers. IIEP targets both 
individuals and institutions, 
and works in both the national 
and international arenas.



MEssAGE.froM.THE.DIrECTor

It seems like only yesterday that I was moving my books into my new office at 
the International Institute for Educational Planning. That was at the beginning of 
2006, and the past two years have been a period of intense activity, as witnessed 
by this report. They have also been a time for stocktaking and reflection upon new 
directions.

This biennium brings to a close IIEP’s Seventh Medium-Term Plan. The new Plan, to 
be launched in 2008, will take IIEP to 2013, not far from the horizon of the Dakar 
objectives for education and the Millennium Development Goals.

IIEP’s core mission remains just as relevant as when the Institute was established 
over 40 years ago. Yet the world has changed, and the capacities required to 
manage education systems are no longer the same as in 1963. Training and 
knowledge-sharing have also changed with the advent of new technologies. IIEP’s 
training programmes remain the heart of its action, and are going to scale through 
increased use of distance education.

In the 2006-2007 biennium, several major projects were brought to fruition, 
incorporating a cycle of research, training and technical assistance. These include 
two areas that began as seedlings in IIEP’s Observation programme and matured 
into comprehensive programmes, namely ethics and corruption, and emergencies 
and reconstruction. IIEP is also considered a pioneer for its work on the impact of 
HIV and AIDS, education budgets, education and decentralization, external quality 
assurance in higher education, and the private sector in education.

IIEP will continue to generate knowledge and develop capacities in its contribution 
to meeting the visionary objectives of Education for All and the Millennium 
Development Goals. Everyone on this planet deserves a good education, and IIEP 
has an important role to play.

Mark Bray



How.DoEs.IIEP.work?

IIEP’s job is to develop capacity in educational planning and management. 
This is a key task in the endeavour to achieve equitable and good-quality 
education for all, from primary to higher levels. Quality education will 
in turn contribute to reaching general developmental goals, such as 
eradicating extreme hunger and poverty, promoting equality, and 
improving health. 

In short, IIEP uses its specialized mandate to help realize the objectives set 
by the World Education Forum in 2000 and the Millennium Development 
Goals adopted by the United Nations in the same year. 

These are worthy aspirations, but how does IIEP go about realizing them? 
IIEP’s strategies are flexible, to keep pace with changes in the educational 
and general social environment, but they build upon several relatively 
constant modes of action:

training.and.technical.assistance, the heart of IIEP’s action;

research, without which IIEP could not provide its high-level training and 
keep abreast of changes;

collaboration with other development partners; and

sharing.of.knowledge, both by disseminating the knowledge IIEP 
produces and by facilitating the exchange of knowledge between other 
stakeholders.

•

•

•

•
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How.DoEs.IIEP.work?

Creating.a.critical.mass.of.expertise
One of the challenges to providing Education for All is that many  
countries do not have the expertise to manage efficiently the resources  
available to them. This concerns both national resources and the funds  
received from donors. IIEP helps to develop a critical mass of experts who are capable 
managers, and who in turn pass on their knowledge to future generations of planners 
and policy-makers.

Advanced.Training.Programme
The keystone of IIEP’s training is the 
8-month Paris-based Advanced Training 
Programme (ATP), which includes a 
Master’s option. The core courses also 
exist as a 3-month programme at IIEP’s 
office in Buenos Aires for Spanish 
speakers, some of whom then 
continue in Paris. Most ATP 
participants are middle- to 
senior-level educational 
planners and managers 
who participate actively 
in policy formulation and 
implementation in their 
countries.

IIEP’s Master’s is also practical in focus. 
Candidates are encouraged to write theses 
that pertain directly to planning or policy 
concerns in their countries.

The programme is regularly revised. It 
imparts fundamental planning techniques, 
such as sector diagnosis, cost analysis and 
projections, as well as budget and project 
preparation. Other important modules 
concern strategies to achieve quality and 
equity, and to reduce poverty.

In 2006 and 2007, a total of 56 nationalities 
attended the ATP.

Intensive.training.courses
IIEP also provides short tailor-made 
courses. These courses target education 
specialists who wish to concentrate 
on specific techniques or deepen their 
knowledge of particular themes. The 

courses range from the Paris-based 
Summer School, held in 2006 on education 
and poverty alleviation and in 2007 on 
ethics and corruption, to others held in 
Member States to bring local and regional 
specialists together.

Distance.courses
Distance education is an 

increasingly important part of 
IIEP’s training in a world where 
not all have the opportunity 
to travel. Our distance learners 
follow courses from their 

workplace, where they are 
organized into groups to stimulate 

co-operation and teamwork.

In preparation for its 2008-2013 Medium-
Term Plan, IIEP has begun adapting 
the courses of the Advanced Training 
Programme for the distance mode. Its first 
module, on sectoral planning, is ready for 
launch in 2008.

Development.of.training.materials
IIEP has embarked upon an ambitious 
programme to publish training materials. 
They are part of IIEP’s policy to use more 
distance education, and to support 
other training institutions working in 
educational planning and management. 
The most recent set of modules 
covers external quality assurance in 
higher education. The modules can be 
downloaded free of charge from the web:  
www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/training/trmods.
htm

Over 1,800 
people trained in 

2006-2007.

www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/training/trmods.htm
www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/training/trmods.htm
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Developing.expertise.locally
IIEP’s technical assistance programme 
dates from the early 1990s, and plays a 
complementary role to IIEP's training. 
In many cases, IIEP’s work in countries 
benefits from the competencies of local 
civil servants who have followed the 
Advanced Training Programme.

IIEP has a solid reputation as a 
provider of relevant, hands-on, 
sustainable know-how. Requests 
for assistance to both the Paris 
and Buenos Aires offices are 
numerous. IIEP cannot cater to 
all these requests, and it carefully 
evaluates each country’s needs and the 
role that IIEP can play before responding.

Most of IIEP’s technical assistance projects 
benefit from the commitment of financial 
partners, many of whom are bilateral and 
multilateral donors. Collaboration and 
synergy with other development actors is 
therefore crucial.

Confronting.theories.with.reality
The technical assistance programme also 
ensures that IIEP’s staff do not lose track 
of reality. They are regularly confronted 
with real-life issues that do not necessarily 

correspond to the received wisdom. 
Thanks to this constant contact with 
the terrain, IIEP’s research and training 
programmes are also kept up to date.

Across.the.world
Examples of IIEP's technical assistance 

range from Egypt and 
Afghanistan (see p.14), where 

it has worked on plan 
preparation, to Zanzibar, 
where it assessed the 
capacities of the education 
ministry. In Pakistan, 

IIEP provided support in 
the aftermath of the 2005 

earthquake.

Latin America was mainly served by IIEP's 
Buenos Aires office. In Argentina IIEP 
has for example worked with regional 
education ministries on areas ranging 
from implementing reforms to budgetary 
processes. In Mexico, it joined forces with 
the Inter-American Development Bank 
(IDB) on educational aspects of the ‘Plan 
Puebla-Panama’, a programme that links 
southern Mexico with Central America in a 
comprehensive development project.

In 2006-
2007 IIEP 

worked with over 
50 countries.

Technical.assistance.
IIEP provides extensive technical assistance to countries, and moves swiftly to share 
its expertise where it is requested and needed. The aim is to strengthen national 
institutions, and IIEP collaborates closely with education ministries. Most importantly, 
IIEP develops local capacity so that countries will increasingly be able to draw upon their 
own expertise.
Forms of assistance include:

plan preparation and implementation;
assessment of ministries' capacities;
strategic projects for post-conflict situations; and
support in crisis situations, from war to natural disaster.

•
•
•
•
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IIEP’s research provides vital information 
on what works and what doesn’t work in 
educational planning and management. 
It looks both at the big picture and at 
specific issues that may be encountered 
in local contexts. It analyzes policy and 
suggests practical and innovative means 
of moving ahead.

Different.approaches.for..
different.ends
IIEP conducts a certain amount of 
primary research, wherein it designs data 
collection instruments, collects new data, 
and analyzes the data to draw conclusions 
for policy-makers. IIEP’s collaboration 
with the Southern and Eastern Africa 
Consortium for Monitoring Educational 
Quality (SACMEQ) is a good example (see 
p.17), and uses a large scale quantitative 
approach.

IIEP also carries out qualitative research, 
which is generally confined to more 
restricted geographical areas, but which 
can generate results that are relevant far 
beyond the locations in which the research 
was conducted.

Often this takes the form of ‘action 
research’. Action research aims not just to 
observe and record information, but also 
to apply this information to improving 
the setting that is being studied. IIEP’s 
research into the impact of HIV and AIDS is 
an example.

In addition to primary research, IIEP 
provides critical analyses based on 
information that already exists but has not 
yet been brought together in a systematic 
way. It has won worldwide acclaim for its 
recent research into ethics and corruption 
in education, which brought together and 
analyzed a wealth of data.

Applied.research.
The world is evolving; and the way we and our children learn and interact  
with this world is also evolving. Schooling is undergoing far-reaching change.  
Educational planning must not only keep abreast of these transformations, it must 
anticipate and guide them so that:

positive change benefits as many people as possible;
an increase in numbers of learners does not mean a decrease in overall quality of 
learning;
financial resources for education are distributed and managed wisely.

•
•

•
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one.Un
As a part of UNESCO, IIEP adheres to 
the ‘One UN’ initiative. This builds on 
IIEP's well established co-operation with 
counterparts within the UN system. IIEP 
has a long-standing collaboration with 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO) on education for 
rural people. It has also worked closely with 
the World Food Programme (WFP) on the 
evaluation of school feeding programmes. 
Other regular partners include UNICEF and 
the World Bank.

Multilateral,.multifaceted.
co-operation
The field of education and development 
is peopled by a myriad of agencies. IIEP 
co-operates with a range of partners, 
including the bilateral agencies of most of 
the countries that are highly committed 
to development aid, to advance the 
agendas of Member States.

IIEP provides the secretariat for the 
International Working Group on 
Education (IWGE), made up of bilateral 
and multilateral agencies, international 
non-governmental organizations, and 
foundations that work in education. 
The group meets approximately every 
18 months to debate pressing issues in 
education and development.

At its 2006 meeting in Rome the IWGE 
discussed education for rural people and 
capacity development.

IIEP also hosts the Secretariat of the 
Association for the Development of 
Education in Africa (ADEA), which has 
grown since its inception in 1988 and will 
move to Africa in 2008.

networks
Networks are extremely useful means 
of creating synergies. IIEP is involved in a 
number of networks, of different types 
and in different regions.

The Asian Network of Training and 
Research Institutions in Educational 
Planning (ANTRIEP) brings together 
18 institutions in 10 countries. Typically, it 
carries out research projects, the results of 
which are then transformed into training 
materials disseminated by each of the 
institutions in their respective countries. 

The Southern and Eastern Africa 
Consortium for Monitoring Educational 
Quality (SACMEQ) is made up of 
15 education ministries working together 
to provide reliable cross-national data on 
educational quality. IIEP was one of the 
founders of the network in 1995, but now 
plays more of a support role (see pp. 17-18). 
www.sacmeq.org/

RedEtis is a network that looks at the 
links between education, work and social 
insertion in Latin America. It generates 
research, and provides a means for 
interaction between different actors 
involved in these areas.  
www.redetis.org.ar/

Partners.in.development
IIEP was created in 1963 by UNESCO with a high level of intellectual and functional 
autonomy. It works from its headquarters in Paris and an office in Buenos Aires. Its 
specialized mandate ensures that its work does not duplicate that of its mother 
organization. Its work dovetails with the broader UNESCO programme, and different 
parts of UNESCO often call upon IIEP for specific missions.

www.sacmeq.org/
www.redetis.org.ar/
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Disseminating.research
IIEP’s communication and publication 
services have focused on how to get 
timely and well-packaged information to 
its target audiences, who face constraints 
ranging from geographic remoteness, 
to lack of access to information and 
communication technologies, to lack 
of time to read.

IIEP’s research is shared through 
seminars and its training 
programmes. It is more widely 
disseminated through publications, 
both print and electronic. Each 
publication is sent to IIEP’s network of 
190 depository libraries.

In 2006, the Institute launched a new 
series of web publications, issued quickly 
to provide researchers and professionals 
with fresh information. IIEP also began 
producing publications in an easy-to-
browse CD-ROM format, the first of which 
was the Guidebook for planning education 
in emergencies and reconstruction (2006).

IIEP has tightened its editorial and 
production processes, and submits all 
manuscripts for peer review. In 2007 it 
designed and tested a concise training 
programme on writing skills.

Communicating
An important aspect of dissemination is 
communication. The Institute continues to 
prioritize media specialized in education, 
but encourages general media coverage 
of publications with a broader appeal. 
Its 2007 publication Corrupt schools, 
corrupt universities: What can be done? 

was mentioned or reviewed thousands of 
times in the media, from print to Internet 
to television and radio.

IIEP’s quarterly Newsletter is published 
in English, French and Spanish, with a 

condensed version in Russian. 
Readership is currently 

15,000. A new e-version 
has sparked considerable 
interest.

IIEP’s web site is being 
revamped. In 2008, a new 

content management 
system will enable more 

timely up-dates, and better 
statistical tools to monitor audience.

sharing.information
IIEP provides specialized information 
services on its web site. These include 
Etico, an information platform on 
ethics and corruption in education 
and the HIV/AIDS Impact on Education 
Clearinghouse. In 2007 it launched 
Planipolis, a portal of education plans and 
policies from UNESCO Member States: 
http://planipolis.iiep.unesco.org/basic_
search.php.

IIEP’s database on its own activities also 
went on line: http://gb.iiep-unesco.org/
public/index_en.php

IIEP’s Documentation Centre houses 
a multilingual collection of over 
28,000 titles. It is a unique body of works 
on educational planning and management, 
especially on developing countries. See 
catalogue at: http://lst-iiep.iiep-unesco.
org/wwwisis/form_webeng.htm

Over 50 
studies published 

in 2006-2007.

reaching.out.
To achieve maximum impact, IIEP’s research results must get out  
there. But where is there? Over the past biennium, IIEP has been looking  
closely at its target audiences and fine-tuning its products to meet their needs.

http://gb.iiep-unesco.org/public/index_en.php
http://gb.iiep-unesco.org/public/index_en.php
http://lst-iiep.iiep-unesco.org/wwwisis/form_webeng.htm
http://lst-iiep.iiep-unesco.org/wwwisis/form_webeng.htm
www.iipe-buenosaires.org.ar
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IIEP.In.ACTIon

Action means taking deliberate measures to improve the situation of 
educational systems. It also means learning by doing, and sowing the seeds 
of what has been learned to inform future action.

IIEP does not have all the answers. Its aim is to help countries find their own 
answers that correspond to their contexts and to their specific problems. 
Many of these answers are also relevant to other countries.

This biennium is the culmination of IIEP’s Seventh Medium-Term Plan (2002-
2007). Several major projects have been completed. IIEP has conducted 
training, research and technical assistance in the following broad areas:

quality.education.for.all – with a focus on access and equity;

planning,.financing.and.management techniques – core elements of 
IIEP's Advanced Training Programme;

techniques for monitoring.quality;

higher.education – including quality assurance and partnerships;

observation of emerging themes, such as the links between education 
and poverty, and the mushrooming of private tutoring.

•

•

•

•

•
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Education.opportunities.are.not.
equitable
At least 70 million children remain out of 
school across the world. And even those 
who are in school have widely differing 
experiences, with many having little 
to show upon completing primary. As 
for those who are keen to move on to 
secondary, there may not be any room for 
them in an already squeezed system.

If parents are to be convinced to send 
their children to school, schooling must 
have real value. That value must be seen as 
greater than the value of children working 
to bring in extra income for the family. 
IIEP has collaborated with the World 
Food Programme (WFP) to evaluate the 
usefulness of school feeding programmes, 
which aim to imrove nutrition and increase 
the attractiveness of schools for families. 

reducing.poverty
In 2006 IIEP organized a Summer School for 
French speakers, based on its research into 
education in poverty reduction strategies. 
The course discussed pro-poor educational 
strategies, from improving quality to 
customized education provision, fee 
abolition, school meals, and scholarships.

IIEP-Buenos Aires recently published a 
study on another angle of poverty in 
Latin America: child labour. It notes that 
teachers confronted with this problem are 
being challenged to do far more than just 
teach, and often practically take on the 
role of social workers.

Do.rural.people.come.last?
Rural people are among those who 
receive the least and the worst education. 
Furthermore, illiteracy and low educational 
achievement are often accompanied by 
chronic hunger and malnutrition.

IIEP has been active in the UNESCO-FAO 
flagship programme on 'Education for 
rural people', co-organizing conferences 
and publications to generate and share 
useful knowledge. In the past biennium 
it published Education for rural people 
in Africa and Addressing learning needs 
of rural people in Asia, as well as the 
English version of its practical guide on 
Using indicators in planning education 
for rural people. IIEP-Buenos Aires also 
published a study on education, rural 
development and youth in Latin America 
with specific examples from Argentina. 
Each of the studies makes context-specific 
suggestions for policies to improve 
educational access, quality, and relevance 
for development.

Cultural.divides
Cultural diversity is often accompanied 
by social inequality, notably in the 
distribution of wealth and opportunities 
to participate fully in society. Cultural 
diversity also challenges the traditional 
model of the school as a vehicle for 
establishing a shared basis of knowledge 
and values.

IIEP.In.ACTIon

Quality.education.for.all.
A better education usually means a better life: Education provides more  
knowledge, more opportunities, and more choices. But the lives of so many  
are beset by major difficulties, and even education struggles to provide the  
solutions. Education systems suffer from the same problems as those 
of the societies they serve, from poverty to disease to disaster. Is it really possible to 
provide a quality education for all, and if so, how?
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IIEP has prepared a study in its 
‘Fundamentals of educational planning’ 
series on ‘Planning for cultural diversity’. 
IIEP-Buenos Aires held a seminar in 
October 2007 on ‘Cultural diversity, social 
inequality and education policy’ in Latin 
America, a region known for its diverse 
cultures and glaring disparities.

Tackling.HIV.and.AIDs
In many countries, HIV and AIDS are 
undermining the fabric of society. 
While education is a key to 
responding to the epidemic, the 
system itself is sorely affected.

Educational planners and managers 
need specific skills to counter the 
impact of HIV and AIDS. IIEP has 
given courses – distance and in situ 
– for professionals in Benin, Burkina 
Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Kenya and Niger.

Together with the EduSector AIDS 
Response Trust (ESART), IIEP has also 
designed 22 training modules for 
education sector staff. Topics range from 
impact analysis and policy formulation to 
mobilization of funds. They are conceived 
as self-study materials but can also be used 
for courses and workshops. Publication is 
in progress (in CD-ROM and paper versions) 
and the modules are available on-line: 
www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/focus/hiv/hiv_
1.htm 

The IIEP HIV/AIDS Impact on Education 
Clearinghouse continues to collect 
and disseminate information. Around 
1,500 full-text documents are on-line, and 
the monthly electronic newsletter has a 
circulation of some 3,000. Collaboration 
has continued with UNESCO Bangkok, 
UNESCO Santiago and the Centre for the 
Study of AIDS, University of Pretoria.

featured.activities

The.impact.of.HIV.in.Africa
Several recent IIEP studies look at the impact 
of HIV and AIDS on education.

A particular focus is on teacher training 
and other higher education institutions, 
which are a vital link in transmitting good 
practices.

Silence, stigma and corruption 
(notably ‘sexually transmitted 
grades’) are the visible 
symptoms of deeper problems. 
The studies show that 
persistent social and gender 
inequalities are subverting 
efforts to combat the epidemic. 
To make headway in the fight 
against HIV, countries must 
tackle the symptoms in the 
short term, but in the longer 

term must also look at resolving 
the broader issues.

The publications include:

The impact of HIV and AIDS on the 
education system in Togo (in French)

The impact of HIV and AIDS on the 
education system in Burkina Faso (in 
French)

HIV and AIDS in Kenyan teacher 
colleges: mitigating the impact

Teacher absences in an HIV and AIDS 
context: evidence from nine schools in 
Namibia

The impact of HIV and AIDS on higher 
education institutions in Uganda 

•

•

•

•

•
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Odile Akpaka
Silivi Ekue-d’Almeida

L’IMPACT DU VIH 
ET DU SIDA SUR LE 
SYSTÈME ÉDUCATIF 
AU TOGO

L'éducation dans le contexte du VIH et du sida
Le livre

La très forte stigmatisation et le silence qui entoure l’épidémie aggravent les effets du 
VIH et du sida en milieu scolaire. Ici et là, associations et ONG travaillent activement 
pour la prise en charge des personnes vivant avec le VIH. Une loi togolaise de 2005 
pour la protection des personnes vis-à-vis du VIH devrait venir renforcer l’action de 
l’État.

Après les travaux réalisés au Burkina Faso en 2005, l’IIPE continue son enquête 
en Afrique de l’Ouest pour analyser les stratégies les plus adaptées à chaque pays 
dans la lutte du système éducatif contre le VIH. Cet ouvrage montre comment le 
système éducatif au Togo réagit aux effets de la pandémie dans l’enseignement 
primaire et secondaire et quelles sont les réponses apportées pour limiter les effets.  

En vue de la situation sociopolitique et socio-économique vécue par le Togo 
depuis quelques années, le sida est souvent ressenti comme un péril supplémentaire 
qui s’ajoute aux graves problèmes vécus par le pays. Diminuer l’impact du VIH et 
du sida sur le système éducatif suppose le renforcement d’un certain nombre de 
stratégies et la mise en œuvre de méthodes innovantes. Pour combattre le danger à 
sa juste mesure, les auteurs proposent des voies d'action, notamment par rapport à 
la prise en charge des personnes vivant avec le VIH et des orphelins, la consolidation 
des partenariats et la rénovation du système éducatif.

Les auteurs

Odile Akpaka  est un ancien administrateur de l’éducation de l’UNICEF. 
Elle a conduit des études relatives à l’impact du VIH et du sida sur les 
systèmes éducatifs dans plusieurs pays d’Afrique, mené de nombreux 
travaux sur l’éducation et le développement des communautés, et participé 
à la mise en œuvre de réformes éducatives.

Silivi Ekue-d’Almeida a été directrice technique, de 1990 à 2002, du 
projet Éducation en matière de population, environnement et santé de la 
reproduction au ministère de l’Éducation nationale et de la Recherche au 
Togo. Elle y a été Point focal pour les questions de santé de la reproduction 
et de VIH/sida. Elle a mené de nombreux travaux en collaboration avec 
le Fonds des Nations Unies pour la population (UNFPA) au Togo sur la 
santé de la reproduction des jeunes et adolescents.
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Education.in.danger
Emergencies endanger education, 
although here again education is a vital 
link to restore stability.

IIEP has published several 
case studies to clarify 
policy and practice in and 
after emergencies. Most 
recently it co-published, 
with Save the Children UK, 
Fragmented foundations: 
education and chronic crisis 
in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory. This ground-breaking work 
shows how Palestinians managed to 
create a Palestinian curriculum and run an 
education system in a context of political 
instability and recurrent violence.

But IIEP does not just watch, it also acts. 
It provided crucial support for education 
after the 2005 earthquake that severely 
affected parts of Pakistan. The support 
activities carried over into 2006 with 
training for all district education officers 
from the earthquake-affected areas. IIEP 
also helped produce an Urdu version of 
the Inter-Agency Network for Education 
in Emergencies (INEE) Minimum standards 
for education in emergencies, chronic crises 
and early reconstruction. 

featured.activities

Learning.how.to.provide.
education.in.emergencies

In 2006, IIEP published a comprehensive 
Guidebook for planning education in 
emergencies and reconstruction to 
help ministries and agencies take swift 
and appropriate action in emergency 
situations. IIEP has also produced 
training materials on education in 
emergencies and reconstruction that 
are constantly being updated and used 

during seminars and workshops. In February 
2007, IIEP conducted a six-day workshop 
for JICA on ‘Post-conflict educational 
reconstruction and development in Africa’.

Inequality.in.secondary.education
In recent years in Latin America, a surge 
of students graduating from primary has 
thrown doubt on what exactly the role of 
secondary school should be. Governments 
have been grappling with policies to make 
secondary education both relevant and 
equitable. Many non-governmental actors 
are also involved.

IIEP published in 2007 a study (in Spanish) on 
What to do about inequalities in secondary 
education?, representing several years 
of research. It looks at the challenges of 
secondary education in an increasingly 
inequitable society, and examines the 
policies proposed in different countries of 
Latin America. These include strategies that 
deal specifically with financial obstacles for 
families, student absenteeism, and linkages 
with the world of work.

wATCH.for

non-formal.education.works
In 2006 IIEP published a review on Non-formal education and basic education reform. 
It showed how non-formal education can improve the quality and relevance of 
basic education, thanks in part to strong links between the home and the learning 
environment. It will be complemented by a case study of Uganda, due to be published in 
2008, which will offer insights into the policy decisions that education ministries take in 
order to serve the hardest to reach.

IIEP.In.ACTIon
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Planning,.financing.and.management.
.techniques.

Le mandat de l’IIPE consiste à développer les capacités des pays à planifier et à gérer leurs 
systèmes éducatifs. Les programmes de formation et d’assistance technique insistent 
donc sur la nécessité de doter les professionnels de l’éducation de techniques pertinentes 
dans les domaines de la planification stratégique, de l’analyse des coûts, du diagnostic du 
secteur éducatif, de la gestion des enseignants et de la prise de décision fondée sur les 
faits. Certaines d’entre elles sont exposées ci-dessous.

L’Institut mène aussi des recherches visant à intégrer les nouvelles techniques de 
formation et à mettre en lumière certains domaines traditionnellement négligés, 
notamment celui de la corruption.

strategic.planning
Strategic planning is a major component 
of most of IIEP’s technical assistance, 
a good example being its work in 
Afghanistan. IIEP has co-operated 
closely with the Afghan Ministry of 
Education, thanks to support from 
UNESCO headquarters and the Norwegian 
Government. It has provided assistance 
and a hands-on capacity development 
programme which helped give birth to 
the Afghan National Education Strategic 
Plan, the first of its kind in the country. 
The plan was developed in a participatory 
way and was launched (in draft form) by 
the Afghan President in January 2007. It 
was published in Dari and Pashto as well 
as English. An Operational Plan for 2007 
was also produced and is being translated 
into provincial plans, currently in five pilot 
provinces before the others follow suit.

IIEP has also been working for several years 
with Egypt to harmonize the planning of 
its education sector. The collaboration 
has emphasized the development of 
appropriate organizational structures, 
processes and technical skills at both 
national and institutional levels. IIEP helped 
set up Strategic Planning Units in both the 

Ministry of Education and the Ministry of 
Higher Education, and has helped elaborate 
strategic plans, which identify priorities 
and develop analysis and projection 
models. The work has benefited from the 
participation of several ministry officers in 
IIEP’s Advanced Training Programme (ATP).

The ATP includes modules on the design of 
plans, data analysis for planning decisions, 
strategies and policy options.

Education.budgets.
The financial resources available for 
education are often scarce and must be 
managed wisely. IIEP’s Advanced Training 
Programme includes specific components 
on analysis of expenditures, preparation of 
budgets and control of spending.

IIEP’s research in the past biennium 
has included studies on budgets and 
expenditure in Angola, Cape Verde and 
Mozambique. All three countries have 
reformed their public finance systems in 
order to ensure that educational planning 
(including micro-planning) is directly linked 
to budget preparation. The process is not 
as obvious as it may seem, particularly 
when there is a high dependence on 
foreign aid such as in Cape Verde and 
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Mozambique. It requires good inter-
ministerial co-operation and a range of 
public finance norms must be respected.

In the Bahamas, Jamaica and Suriname, 
IIEP has also been examining budgetary 
procedures. Despite certain similarities, 
such as heavy reliance on external factors 
and escalating staff costs, the three 
countries use different approaches. The 
Bahamas uses the traditional incremental 
approach; Jamaica prefers the programme 
method, linking expenditure to predefined 
outcomes; and Suriname is in transition 
from the former to the latter.

Ethics.and.corruption
In 2006 and 2007 IIEP widely disseminated 
its work on strategies to fight corruption 
in education. It published Corrupt 
schools, corrupt universities: What can 
be done?, a synthesis of five years of 
research, regularly updated the 
ETICO information platform, 
published several titles in the 
IIEP series ‘Ethics and corruption 
in education’, held three policy 
seminars and organized 10 courses. 
IIEP's 2007 Summer School was also 
on ‘Transparency, accountability 
and anti-corruption measures in 
education’.

Policy-makers, planners, NGO 
representatives and other 
stakeholders acquired knowledge on good 
practices to reduce corruption – and could 
significantly improve the efficiency of 
their education policies.

Following workshops on strategies to 
improve transparency and accountability 
in education, several countries launched 
activities to reach an even larger audience 
at different administrative levels. These 

featured.activities

How.does.decentralization.really.
affect.schools?
Decentralization is a trend that has taken 
the world by storm. The field of education 
is no exception. In 2006 IIEP published 
the results of its in-depth study into how 
decentralization has affected four countries 
in French-speaking Africa: Benin, Guinea, 
Mali and Senegal.

Some of the findings of the study (published 
in French) are encouraging. Decentralization 
has notably opened up new avenues for local 
initiatives. However, lack of transparency 
in local management was identified as a 
common problem.

School and decentralization is currently 
being translated into English.

Breaking.the.taboo.on.corruption.
in.education

Corrupt schools, corrupt 
universities: What can be 
done? (2007) is the first book to 
present systematically the types 
of corruption that can affect 
education systems. The result of 
several years of IIEP research, it 
emphasizes good practices, and 
has received strong coverage 
worldwide. 

For UNESCO’s Director-General, 
the report is a call to action: 

“Such widespread corruption not only costs 
societies billions of dollars, it also seriously 
undermines the vital effort to provide 
education for all. It prevents poorer parents 
from sending their children to school, robs 
schools and pupils of equipment, lowers 
teaching standards and thus education 
standards generally, and compromises the 
future of our youth. We cannot let it go 
unchecked”.

IIEP.In.ACTIon

Jacques Hallak & Muriel Poisson

Corrupt schools, 
corrupt universities: 
What can be done?

ISBN-10: 92-803-1296-0
ISBN-13: 978-92-803-1296-6
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Corrupt schools, 
corrupt universities: 
What can be done?

The book

Rigged calls for tender, embezzlement of funds, illegal registration fees, academic fraud – there is 
no lack of empirical data illustrating the diverse forms that corruption can take in the education 
sector. Surveys suggest that fund leakage from education ministries to schools can be huge; bribes 
and payoffs in teacher recruitment and promotion lower the quality of the pool of teachers; and 
illegal payments for school entrance contribute to low enrolment and high drop-out rates.

This book presents conclusions drawn from IIEP’s research into ethics and corruption in education. 
It aims to build awareness among decision-makers and education managers of the importance of 
combating corruption, to provide them with tools to detect and assess corruption problems, and to 
guide them in formulating strategies to curb malpractices. 

After defining the key concepts of corruption, transparency, accountability and ethics, it identifies 
the main opportunities for corruption in education. It describes tools that can be used to assess 
corruption problems – such as perception and tracking surveys.

Lessons are drawn from strategies used worldwide to improve transparency and accountability 
in educational management. The authors bring these together in a list of recommendations for 
policy-makers and educational managers. They argue that transparent regulatory systems, 
greater accountability through strengthened management capacity, and enhanced ownership of 
the management process can help build corruption-free education systems.

The authors

Jacques Hallak is the former Director of the IIEP. He has followed the development of IIEP’s 
project on ‘Ethics and corruption in education’ since its inception.

Muriel Poisson is a Programme Specialist at the IIEP. She is in charge of IIEP’s project on 
‘Ethics and corruption in education’.

IIEP

Ethics and corruption in education

UNESCO Publishing
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include Bangladesh, China, Georgia, 
Kenya, Kosovo and Ukraine. IIEP’s courses 
on methodologies for tracking public 
expenditure in the education sector 
stimulated several participating countries, 
including Cambodia, Ghana and Mongolia, 
to undertake a tracking survey.

Community.participation
A school’s quality is influenced by its 
relations with its surrounding community, 
particularly in areas with weak or distant 
national authorities.

IIEP co-ordinated research with national 
teams in Benin, Niger and Senegal, 
and found that the school-community 
relationship is affected by both structural 
and cultural constraints. Parent-teacher 
associations (PTAs) are important actors, 
and parents need to be well informed of 
their rights, which include an external 
mechanism to control the use of PTA 
funds. However, it is hard for governments 
to set up such mechanisms where their 
own contributions have decreased and 
their legitimacy to regulate is under 
threat. This leaves local actors a certain 
leeway to take matters into their own 
hands if they are able.

Going.private
The private sector is involved in education 
in many different ways and for many 
different reasons. The theme crops up in 
most areas of IIEP’s research, and concerns 
all levels of education.

An IIEP study on Development of private 
secondary schools in Thailand looks 
specifically at funding and management 
issues and explores the complex 
relationship between privately-run schools 
and the government.

new.distance.course.on.sector-
wide.educational.planning
Most countries engage in sector-wide 
educational planning. Coherent planning, 
programming and budgeting is necessary to 
achieve educational development targets, 
including the EFA goals and MDGs. Yet 
national capacities for the preparation 
and implementation of education sector 
development plans often remain weak. 
Participants in IIEP’s Advanced Training 
Programme are therefore given a thorough 
grounding in this area. IIEP is now 
reinforcing this with a distance course in 
order to reach a much greater audience.

school.mapping.and.micro-
planning
School mapping is a set of techniques 
used essentially to plan the location of 
schools. Schools are located on the basis of 
population density and the distance children 
are expected to travel from home to school.

Micro-planning is local-level planning. It 
involves a greater sensitivity to local needs 
and community participation than national 
planning.

Both are key educational planning 
concepts taught in IIEP’s Advanced Training 
Programme, and feature in IIEP's technical 
assistance.

featured.activities
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Helping.15.African.countries.
measure.and.compare.their.
educational.outcomes
IIEP’s work on monitoring quality primarily 
concerns its long-standing collaboration 
with the Southern and Eastern Africa 
Consortium for Monitoring Educational 
Quality (SACMEQ). It has provided 
important support for the SACMEQ I and II 
projects, which measured educational 
outcomes across several countries, but is 
now gradually moving towards a ‘helping 
hand’ role, rather than being a central 
actor.

Co-operation with SACMEQ during 2006 
focused on designing, developing, and 
trial-testing data collection instruments 
for the SACMEQ III Project, which will 
gather information on the educational 
systems of 15 countries. SACMEQ III will 
involve some 200 schools, 3,000 students 
and up to 900 teachers.

Data.on.impact.of.HIV.and.AIDs
The measures of literacy and numeracy 
used for SACMEQ II will be complemented 
by extra data collection to assess 
the impact of HIV and AIDS on the 
functioning of schools. This includes 
teacher performance, student attendance, 
the delivery of HIV/AIDS education 
programmes, teacher and student 
illness and deaths, and general school 
management. It has also helped develop 
an HIV/AIDS Knowledge Test that can 
be administered to both students and 
teachers.

These new components of the data 
collection instruments required careful 
attention to wording and presentation 
as they touched on sensitive and 
contentious areas of school operations. 
The experts involved notably disagreed 
on fundamental terminology (such as 
whether HIV/AIDS was a disease or a 
syndrome).

The.sACMEQ.Data.Archive
This has become an important resource for professors and post-graduate students 
conducting secondary data analyses concerning African educational policy. IIEP is working 
on an improved version which will include extra derived variables (e.g. an index of student 
socio-economic background, and an index of school resources); recent papers based on 
the archive; an FTP (file transfer system) for easier sharing of data files; and research 
materials from the SACMEQ III Study.

IIEP.In.ACTIon

Monitoring.quality
Today, the educational challenge in most countries is to provide not  
only quantity but quality. However quality can be an elusive concept. The  
sixth Dakar goal refers to “recognized and measurable learning outcomes”.

But how do we measure? And what exactly should we measure? IIEP promotes the use 
of modern techniques to ensure that evaluations of educational outcomes are valid, 
comparable and useful to policy-makers. Its research and training activities are yielding 
some significant results.

wATCH.for
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standardizing.data.collection
The data collection in each country must 
also be standardized so that all countries 
use exactly the same procedures and 
sequence of procedures to collect data. 
IIEP staff, members of the SACMEQ 
Scientific Committee, SACMEQ National 
Research Co-ordinators and their Deputies 
have therefore worked together closely 
to prepare and trial-test detailed field 
manuals. 

Training.for.researchers
Work on the data collection instruments 
would not be complete without the 
corresponding training. IIEP therefore 
organized several meetings and workshops 
for researchers and research co-ordinators. 
This training addresses areas such as 
within-school sampling procedures; 
organization and management of data 
collection for students, teachers, and 
schools; checking and cross-checking 
of completed instruments; use of field 
manuals; and computer-based data entry, 
data cleaning, and preliminary analysis.

IIEP’s training also functioned as a 
model (in terms of content, teaching 
arrangements, and field work) for SACMEQ 
research co-ordinators to use 
when they returned to their 
home countries to train their 
own teams of data collectors.

featured.activities

Training.modules.on.line
In 2005, IIEP decided to put its training 
modules for SACMEQ National Research 
Co-ordinators on the web (www.unesco.org/
iiep/eng/training/trmods.htm). Throughout 
2006-2007, the modules have attracted 
sustained interest – by users from both 
developed and developing countries.

The complete list is given below:

Educational research: some basic 
concepts and terminology

From educational policy issues to 
specific research

Sample design for educational survey 
research

Judging educational research based on 
experiments and surveys

Item writing for tests and examinations

Overview of test construction

Trial testing and item analysis in test 
construction

Questionnaire design

Data analysis

Data preparation and management.

Cross-national.studies.–..
how.and.why?
Cross-national studies are useful, but 
they require careful planning and can 
have far-reaching implications.

In 2006, IIEP and InWEnt published 
Cross-national studies of the quality of 
education: planning their design and 
managing their impact. The book covers 
what to measure and why, how to pay, 
and how to deal with the results, whether 
good or bad. It shows how education 

ministries can derive policy benefits from 
participating in such studies.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

couv_forum_ok.indd 21/07/2006, 15:181

www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/training/trmods.htm
www.unesco.org/iiep/eng/training/trmods.htm
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Improving.quality.assurance
Often, the officials in charge of system 
planning and quality control of higher 
education have imperfect knowledge of, 
and control over, the quality of higher 
education in their countries. They may 
be faced with surges in the number of 
private institutions, fly-by-night and rogue 
providers, and cross-border supply of 
uncertain quality.

During the period 2006-2007, IIEP 
carried out comprehensive research and 
training on external quality assurance 
(EQA) mechanisms. Its publications 
include a general overview on External 
quality assurance in higher education: 
making choices, in the ‘Fundamentals 
of educational planning’ series, and a 
collection of case studies from across the 
world on Cross-border higher education: 
regulation, quality assurance and impact.

The results of the research have also 
informed IIEP’s new training materials, 

and the results of the distance education 
course on the experience of Anglophone 
African countries have been published on 
the web.

Higher.education.and.rural.
development
Tertiary agricultural institutions can play a 
role in poverty alleviation. They contribute 
to learning and development for rural 
people, whether locally or regionally. In 
addition to curriculum development and 
teacher training, they help conceptualize 
development problems and policies. Yet 
higher agricultural education is going 
through an identity crisis, and the gap 
between its realizations and its potential is 
still vast.

IIEP co-organized a seminar in 2006 on 
higher agricultural education, together 
with the French government, the Agence 
universitare de la Francophonie and the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations. Participants from Africa, 

The.triple.helix:.university-industry-government
China, the Republic of Korea and Poland show three very different national innovation 
models, according to IIEP research. A forthcoming study compares the three approaches, 
which range from university-based entrepreneurship in China to government-led 
initiatives in the Republic of Korea.

IIEP.In.ACTIon

wATCH.for

Higher.education.
Higher education is an important link in development, and generates  
the expertise to bring about social and technological change. This change  
is crucial to tackle the persistent inequities that affect all levels of education. 
Furthermore, higher education provides the teachers and trainers for the lower 
educational levels.

Higher education is evolving fast, with national policies often struggling to keep up. In 
many countries private institutions are mushrooming, and systematic quality assurance 
is increasingly important. Public universities and other institutions are finding new 
ways of collaborating with private enterprise. Education is becoming more and more 
international, with both students and institutions crossing borders, whether physically or 
through cyberspace.
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Asia, Europe and the Caribbean suggested 
ways to improve relationships between 
universities and rural realities.

open.Educational.resources
Open Educational Resources (OER) are 
web-based materials, freely available 
for teaching, learning and research. The 
OER movement is relatively new, and 
has potential for increasing access to 
knowledge and educational opportunities 
worldwide.

To raise awareness and support reflection 
in this area, IIEP created a community 
of interest in late 2005, with support 
from the William and Flora Hewlett 
Foundation. Some 650 policy-makers and 
administrators, academics, researchers and 
students, from 98 countries, have since 
exchanged over 2,000 messages via 
structured virtual seminars. They 
have shared ideas and expertise 
on development and use, and 
related issues such as copyright and 
language.

All documents are available on 
the OER section of the IIEP Virtual 
University and e-learning web site:  
www.unesco.org/iiep/
virtualuniversity/forums.
php?queryforums_id=3

A wiki – a first for IIEP – was created in 
March 2006 as a common workplace. It is 
populated with information on OER, and 
has recorded over 160,000 page views and 
1,500 edits.  
http://oerwiki.iiep-unesco.org/

featured.activities

Virtual.universities
IIEP’s 2006 book on The Virtual University 
is based on the web publication of the same 
name. It examines the policy, planning 
and management implications of several 
new or reorganized institutions of higher 
education. Three background chapters 
describe trends and challenges, as well 
as the impact of cross-border education. 
The eight case studies that follow look at 
the experiences of institutions based in 
Malaysia, Senegal, Argentina, Australia, 
Canada, Kenya, France and India.

Private.higher.education.in.Africa
IIEP has carried out several years of 
research into private higher education. 
Growth and expansion of private higher 

education in Africa (2006) is 
a publication that draws on 
a policy forum co-organized 
with the Association for the 
Development of Education 
in Africa (ADEA) and the 
Association of African 
Universities (AAU). It covers 
eight African countries, 
examining types and levels 
of privatization, ownership 
of institutions, study 

programmes, and financing. It shows that 
religious bodies play a strong role in private 
higher education across Africa.

The book

The editor

GROWTH AND
EXPANSION OF
PRIVATE HIGHER
EDUCATION IN AFRICA

New trends in higher education
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IIEP

The private sector is a fast growing segment of higher education in 
many African countries. Both policy support and increasing social 
demand for higher education have created a supportive environment 
for the growth and expansion of private higher education institutions in 
Africa. This expansion primarily takes the form of self-financing or 
for-profit institutions, while some are funded by religious agencies. 

This publication is based on IIEP research and a policy forum held in 
2004 in collaboration with the Association of African Universities 
(AAU) and the Association for the Development of Education in Africa 
(ADEA). It analyzes the policy changes that have taken place in a 
number of African countries in favour of the private sector, both as a 
reaction to and as a stimulus for the new trends. It examines the 
patterns in the growth and expansion of private higher education 
institutions, and their management and sources of financing. As in 
other parts of the world, it appears that the private higher education 
institutions that sprang up in the 1990s in Africa are often small in size, 
offer courses in limited subject areas and concentrate on 
market-friendly themes.

N.V. Varghese, Professor and former Head of the 
Educational Planning Unit at NIEPA (New Delhi), is currently 
Head of the Higher Education and Specialized Training Unit 
at IIEP. He has published books and articles in the areas of 
educational planning, financing and quality. His publications 
include Impact of the economic crisis on higher education in 
East Asia: country experiences (2001) and Private higher 
education (2004).

Tranche 15mm

ISBN-10: 92-803-1294-4
ISBN-13: 978-92-803-1294-2

Association for the Development
of Education in Africa

Association of
African Universities

www.unesco.org/iiep/virtualuniversity/forums.php?queryforums_id=3
www.unesco.org/iiep/virtualuniversity/forums.php?queryforums_id=3
www.unesco.org/iiep/virtualuniversity/forums.php?queryforums_id=3
http://oerwiki.iiep-unesco.org/
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Learning.opportunities.for.adults
Adult learning patterns tend to reflect 
entrenched socio-economic inequalities. 
Conversely, adult learning policies can 
have an impact on the social and economic 
success of a society. 

The publication Unequal chances 
to participate in adult learning is an 
international overview which makes 
specific policy recommendations for 
fostering lifelong learning opportunities. 

Educational.trends.in.Latin.America
The Latin American Information System 
on Educational Trends (SITEAL) generates 
knowledge on the links between education 
and society, economics, culture, ethnicity 
and gender. Its on-line database provides 
over 40 comparative indicators, statistical 
summaries and debates.

In 2006, it published a report showing 
that previously excluded groups, such 
as the very poor, rural populations and 
indigenous peoples have better access to 
education than ever before. Nevertheless, 
this does not ensure attendance and 
completion.

SITEAL is a joint initiative of IIEP-Buenos 
Aires and the Organization of Ibero-
American States (OEI). 
www.siteal.iipe-oei.org

The.shadow.education.system
IIEP's 2007 policy forum looked at private 
tutoring. Until recently, it was generally 
possible for governments to ignore 
private tutoring because it was small 
in scale and seemingly insignificant. 
However, in both industrialized and less 
developed countries, tutoring is becoming 
omnipresent. It also consumes large 
proportions of household budgets. IIEP will 
publish a book based on the forum.

Teacher.learning
Global perspectives on teacher learning 
is a study that looks at all forms of 
teacher learning, formal and non-formal, 
from teachers’ own early schooling, 
through their pre-service preparation 
and induction, and on to the end of 
their teaching career. It argues that to 
formulate policy and design effective 
programmes for teacher preparation and 
professional development, the whole 
spectrum of teacher learning must be 
taken into account.

IIEP.In.ACTIon

How.to.develop.capacity.to.achieve.Education.for.All?
Lack of capacities to design, plan, manage and implement policies remains a serious 
obstacle to Education for All (EFA). UNESCO has called on IIEP to prepare a Policy Paper on 
Capacity development for achieving the EFA goals. It will include detailed case studies on 
three countries in Asia and Africa.

wATCH.for

observation
IIEP's observation programme is designed to identify and anticipate new 
trends and promising avenues for action. The programme includes the 
‘Fundamentals of educational planning’, which is IIEP’s flagship publication series, and 
IIEP's yearly policy forums.

Some  former ‘observation’ themes have grown into fully-fledged research projects. 
Corruption and emergencies are two examples.

www.siteal.iipe-oei.org
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EUroPE
EUEREK: Research on higher education financing and 
management in Eastern and Western Europe

Armenia
Course on ‘Institutional restructuring in higher 
education in CIS countries’

Azerbaijan
Seminar on ‘Anti-corruption issues in education’

Montenegro
Conference on ‘Ethics, transparency and anti-corruption 
measures in education’

•

•

•

•

LATIn.AMErICA.AnD.CArIBBEAn
Co-ordination of meetings of regional vice-ministers of 
education

Argentina
Regional training course on educational policy planning and 
formulation

Seminar on educational policy

Seminar on cultural diversity

Workshop on improving teacher training

INTEGRA workshop on information and communication 
technologies in schools

Seminar on information and communication technology 
policies

Seminar on the role of teachers

Technical assistance on education management for regional 
education ministries

Dominican.republic
Technical assistance on micro-planning and school mapping

Workshop to validate results of study on ‘Educational costs 
and financing from 1996-2004’

Ecuador
Design of a field survey on corruption (with UNICEF)

Guatemala
Course on management skills for teachers 

Haiti
Technical assistance to improve basic education

Mexico
Training for officers of state education systems

Technical assistance on the education chapter of the Plan 
Puebla-Panama

Paraguay
Workshop on improving teaching of social sciences at 
secondary level

saint.Lucia
Sub-regional workshop on textbook management for primary 
education

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AfrICA
SACMEQ III: Preparation of data collection for 
monitoring quality in 15 countries

Distance course on ‘Education and AIDS in poverty 
reduction strategies’

Distance course on ‘Education sector diagnosis’

Distance course on ‘Using indicators for planning 
Education for All’

Distance course on ‘External quality assurance in higher 
education’

Angola
Capacity building on school mapping

Benin
Analysis of concepts and constraints in capacity 
development

Botswana
Workshop on SACMEQ III project data collection 
instruments

Chad
Training on public expenditure tracking surveys 

Ethiopia
8 seminars and workshops on educational planning, 
management, data analysis, indicators, and supervision

Training of WFP researchers on analyzing 
implementation and impact of school feeding 
programmes.

Gabon
Participation in ADEA biennale

Ghana
Training on public expenditure tracking surveys 

Research on educational expenditures

kenya
Workshop on ‘Resource leakage and corruption in the 
education sector’

Regional workshop on ‘Analyzing the responses of 
teacher training institutions to HIV and AIDS’

Training of trainers workshop on ‘Educational planning 
and management in a world with AIDS’

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

IIEP.across.the.world:..
selected.activities
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InTEr-rEGIonAL
(held at IIEP headquarters in Paris)

Advanced Training Programme in educational planning and management

Advisory meeting on ‘Methods for evaluation and monitoring non-formal education programmes for 
disadvantaged groups’

International seminar on ‘Higher agricultural education and international co-operation’

Policy forum on ‘Confronting the shadow education system: What policies for what private tutoring?’

Summer School on ‘Transparency, accountability and anti-corruption measures in education’

Summer School (in French) on ‘Education in poverty reduction strategies’

Working meeting on abolition of school fees

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AsIA.AnD.PACIfIC
Distance course on ‘External quality assurance for higher 
education’

Afghanistan

Training and technical assistance in strategic planning

Australia
Collaboration on instruments for monitoring educational 
quality

Bangladesh
Workshop on governance and corruption

Cambodia
Regional workshop on ‘Institutional restructuring of higher 
education in Asia’

China
International seminar on ‘The contribution of higher 
agricultural education (HAE) to learning and development in 
rural Asia’

Seminar and conference on promoting incorrupt culture in 
education

Course on improving school management

Indonesia
Research workshop on ‘Monitoring educational quality in a 
context of decentralization’

Seminar on improving access to high quality secondary 
education (ANTRIEP)

Japan
Course on ‘Post-conflict educational reconstruction and 
development in Africa’ (with JICA)

Lao.PDr
Seminar on ‘Institutional restructuring in higher education 
in Asia’

Pakistan
Capacity building for education officers subsequent to the 
2005 earthquake

Philippines
Sub-regional workshop on ‘Costs of primary and secondary 
education in South-East Asia’

Viet.nam
Analysis of concepts and constraints in educational planning

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mozambique
Training on ‘Costs and financing of education’

Liberia
Capacity building in educational planning and management

Malawi
Workshop on ‘Managing educational quality in an AIDS environment’

namibia
Workshop on teacher absences

Workshop of ADEA Working Group on ‘Education sector analysis’

seychelles
Evaluation of the 1998 education reform

sierra.Leone
Technical assistance in developing a teacher payroll management 
system

south.Africa
Seminar on ‘Institutional restructuring in higher education in Africa’

Workshop on ‘Governance of further education and training colleges in 
South Africa’

Tanzania-Zanzibar
Needs assessment in capacity development

Uganda
International workshop on ‘Institutional management in higher 
education’

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ArAB.sTATEs
Study on trends in the economics of education in the Gulf Arab 
countries

Egypt
Training and technical assistance on strategic planning and sector-wide 
approaches

kuwait
Research on education expenditures

Lebanon
Needs assessment following conflict

Libyan.Arab.Jamahiriya
Regional workshop on ‘Institutional management in higher education’

Morocco
Seminar on ‘Transparency and corruption in education’

oman
Workshop on ‘Institutional management in higher education’

United.Arab.Emirates
Collaboration with Regional Centre for Educational Planning (RCEP)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Overview of activities 2006•2007

resources.and.expenditure
IIEP’s primary resources are human. In addition to its worldwide network, it has a staff 
of just under 100 persons representing some 35 nationalities. Its interdisciplinary team 
includes economists, sociologists, statisticians, demographers, and policy analysts.

Financial resources and expenditures are shown below.

resources,.2006-2007

Expenditure.by.area.of.activity,.2006-2007

Training
24 %

Research
22 %

Dissemination
12 %

Technical assistance
24 %

Networks and co-operation
5 %

Administration
12 %

Voluntary contributions
39 %

UNESCO
financial
allocation

18 %

Contracts
29 %

Other resources and reserves
2 %

Misc. income,
reimbursement
of services

12 %
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Donor.countries
Argentina
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Iceland
India
Ireland
Malaysia
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland

Major.partners
Asociación Empresaria Argentina 
Austrian Development Agency
EUEREK (European Commission project)
European Union (EU)
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
Ford Foundation
Foundation Compromiso
Foundation Ecuador
Foundation Fey y Alegria
Foundation Ayuda
Hewlett Foundation
Inter-American Development Bank
InWEnt
Mario Boella Higher Institute (ISMB)
Organization of Ibero-American States (OEI)
World Food Programme (WFP)
UK Department for International Development (DFID)
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
World Bank
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Overview of activities 2006•2007

Governing.Board

Chairperson:.
raymond.E..wanner (USA)  
Senior Vice-President, 'Americans for UNESCO', Senior Adviser on UNESCO Issues to the 
United Nations Foundation, Washington DC, USA. 

Designated.Members:.
Manuel.M..Dayrit 
Director, Department of Human Resources for Health, Evidence and Information for 
Policy Cluster, World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. 

ruth.kagia. 
Education Director, World Bank, Washington DC, USA. 

Diéry.seck. 
Director, African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, Dakar, Senegal.

Jomo.kwame.sundaram. 
Assistant Secretary-General on Economic Development, Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs, United Nations, New York, USA.

Elected.Members:.
Aziza.Bennani (Morocco)  
Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of Morocco to UNESCO. 

José.Joaquín.Brunner (Chile)  
Director, Education Programme, Fundación Chile, Santiago, Chile. 

Birger.fredriksen (Norway)  
Former Senior Education Adviser for the Africa Region at the World Bank. 

Takyiwaa.Manuh.(Ghana)  
Director, Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, Ghana. 

Philippe.Méhaut (France) 
Laboratoire d'Économie et de Sociologie du Travail, Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique, Aix-en-Provence, France. 

Teiichi.sato.(Japan)  
Advisor to the Minister of Education, Culture, Science, Sports and Technology, Japan. 

Tuomas.Takala (Finland)  
Professor, University of Tampere, Finland. 





The International Institute for Educational 
Planning (IIEP) was created by UNESCO 
in 1963. It strengthens the capacity of 
countries to design, plan and manage their 
education systems in a rapidly changing 
world. It does this through training, 
research and analysis, technical assistance, 
and information-sharing.

International Institute for Educational Planning
7-9, rue Eugène-Delacroix
75116 Paris, France
www.unesco.org/iiep
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